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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Location and History. The Palau Islands are located in the Western 

Pacific about 200 miles north of New Guinea and 500 miles east of 

Mindanao in the Philippines. In total, there are about 200 islands, 

most of them uninhabited. The major inhabited islands are listed 

below with the native name shown in parenthesis.

Pop. (1966) Sq. miles

Kayangel (Ngcheangl) 248 .688

Babeldaob' (Babldaob) 4580 153.299

*Koror (Oreor) 4975 5.640

Peliliu (Bliliow) 759 4.877

Anguar (Ngeaur) 496 3.250
11058 167.754

*Includes Malakal and Arkebesang, two islands connected to 
Koror by causeways.

Total land area is listed as 188.269 square miles. Those islands that

are inhabited form the bulk of the land area.

There is some disagreement as to when the first European contact

was made with the islands. Kramer (1917) discusses this and believes

that although the Spanish were in the area in the sixteenth century,

the islands they sighted were not Palau. Osborne (1966) agrees with

Kramer and states:

A captain Don Francisco de Padilla and first pilot Don Jose 
Somera headed the expedition in the Santissima Trinidad.
The Sonsorol (San Andres) islands were discovered first and



a landing made. Priests were put ashore and the ship sailed 
for the Palaus. Apparently only Anguar and Pelilieu were 
sighted; contact was made with- the natives. . . . The Palaus 
(or Paloc, Palao, Panlog as they are variously called) were . 
thus discovered on December 11, 1710. (Osborne 1966:23)

Unsuccessful attempts were made to establish missions after the

discovery in 1710, and prolonged European contact did not come until

the wreck of the Antelope in 1783.

At the present time Palau forms the nucleus of one of the districts

of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, administered by the

United States. Prior to this, Palau was controlled by the Japanese

from 1914 up until the landing of U.S. forces on Peliliu and Anguar

in 1944. Germany administered the islands from 1899 to 1914.

Although located in the geographical area known as Micronesia,

the nearest linguistic affiliation of Palau apparently lies to the

south. Dyen, in his Lexicostatistical Classification of Austronesian

Languages (Dyen 1965:39), places Palauan in the Malayopolynesian

Linkage, the nearest relative being of the Bareic Subfamily, either

Baree or Linduan, both spoken in the Celebes. Osborne adds more

evidence for a southern homeland for the Palauans when discussing

possible Philippine influence in Palau:

The evidence thus indicates a relationship which may be more 
collateral than direct. It is of a nature that makes one 
look south of the Philippines toward the Talaud and Sangihe 
Islands and toward northern Celebes. (Osborne 1966:465)

Osborne also places the Archaic period in Palau around 1800 to

1500 B.C. (Osborne 1966:464). If the present inhabitants of Palau

are the decendents of those early arrivals, then the language has

had quite a while to undergo change.



FIGURE 1. RELATIONSHIP OF PALAU TO PHILIPPINES
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FIGURE 3. SOUTHERN PALAU



Previous Study. Contemporary research on Palauan was not done until 

Capell's CIMA Report in 1949; however, there were some listings of 

language material earlier. The first listing (as far as this author 

knows) of any number of Palauan forms was done by George Keate in 

An Account of the Pelew Islands. This is the story of Captain 

Wilson's shipwreck in the Antelope in 1783. The first edition of 

this work came out in 1788 and contained a vocabulary list of 273 

items. In the fifth edition (1803) there was a supplement by J.P. 

Hockins that expanded the original list to 662 items.

Others that gave reference to some forms were, Cheyne (1863), 

Semper (1863), and Kubary (1883). These dates were taken from Kramer's 

third volumn on Palau from the Ergebnisse der Sudsee-Expedition 1908- 

1910. This volumn was published in 1919, and the early orthographies 

shown in it can be found in Appendix A at the end of this thesis.

In 1913, Bishop Salvator Walleser published the first Palauan 

dictionary. This was published in Hongkong in two parts; I - Palau- 

Deutsch, II - Deutsch-Palau. Little is said about the phonetic nature 

of the symbols used except for likening his _ch to the German 'sache', 

and d to the English th. Walleser's use of an umlaut with certain 

vowels (a 6 ii) is unclear to the author except in the case of forms 

such as baduk 'my stone' and chabakl 'adze', in which he has apparently 

used the umlaut over an unstressed a..̂  Walleser's only comment on the 

vowel symbols used is that they have their German values except for 

the following: jni does not represent a dipthong, but two distinct

vowels. 6a is similar to the English a in 'all', and oi is two 

distinctly pronounced vowels. (Walleser 1913:Intro.)



C.E. Conant in 1915 published "Notes on the phonology of the 

Palauan language." His work is actually a historical study and his 

orthography is the same as Walleser's. He formulated some hypotheses 

on some minor sound changes since Keate's time, and also made some 

comparison with what he calls IN, Indonesian.

Augustin Kramer (1919) has a brief discussion of the sound system 

but not a complete phonetic description. Like Walleser, he lists the 

sounds using a German frame of reference, except for d which he compares 

to the English th or Spanish d, and gives its articulation as with 

the tongue on the upper teeth. (Krämer 1919:316).^

Capell (1950) does not phonemicise Palauan, but gives a guide to 

pronunciation. He uses both k and £ as a "concession to native custom," 

feeling that they do not need to be distinguished. Capell's section 

on phonology is only a couple of pages long and he makes little attempt 

to describe the phonetic nature of the symbols used. No mention is 

made of sequences of phonemes except for JLJL and rr. Little comment can 

be made about Capell1s phonology since he was only listing the ortho

graphic symbols used in his paper and not attempting a complete analysis.

Father McManus (1967) gives only a guide to pronunciation and 

makes no attempt at a phonetic description. McManus does use w and 

for initial and final semivowels where most of the previous authors 

used u and _i.

Generally the authors discussed so far were not interested in an 

exact phonetic description of Palauan (obviously the earlier ones had 

no reason to be) and their works are more of historical interest than 

anything else.



One Palauan writer, Alfonso Oiterong, wrote a text for learning to 

read Palauan. It is mentioned here since after the description of the 

phonemes, a comparison will be made between what is found in the analysis 

presented in this thesis and what Oiterong proposed for his orthography. 

Comparison will be made with not only Oiterong, but also with a paper 

by Robert Hsu entitled "Palauan Phonemics." Hsu's work is the only 

attempt known by the author that deals with the phonemic system of the 

language. It includes a phonetic description, allophonic distribution, 

discussion of the syllable, sequences of phonemes, suprasegmentals, and 

a brief text. A more complete discussion of Hsu's work will be made 

after the analysis presented in this thesis.

The following Japanese works on Palauan listed in Klieneberger 

are at this writing unavailable to the author:

Ezaki, T., and S. Murakami
n.d. "Parao-gunto no dobutsu-me"

Hujikata, K.
n.d. Myths and Legends of Palau.

Izui, Hisanosuke
1949 "A propos d'une table de correspondances

des phonèmes balau."

Matsuoka, Shizuo
1930 "Parau-go-no kenkyu."

An article by Izui (1965), "The languages of Micronesia, their 

Unity and Diversity," mentions Palauan but only in dealing with some 

sound correspondences, namely reflexes of PAN *1, *r, *d, and *D. 

Unfortunately, from what is presented, it is difficult to tell how 

he conceived of the Palauan sound system besides a couple of question

able forms listed as reflecting PAN.
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The latest work on Palauan is a set of pedagogical materials 

produced for the Peace Corps by the author. These materials are not 

meant to be an analysis, but there is a pronunciation guide that is 

more complete than either Capell's or McManus' in the sense that more 

attention is given to combinations of vowels and allophonic variations 

of the consonants.

Source of Material. Most of the final data for this paper were taken 

from Otoichi Besebes, a native of the municipality of Ngarard on the 

northern part of Babeldaob. Previous work was done during the pre

paration of the Peace Corps language materials during the summer of 

1966 and while the author was at the College of Guam in 1964 and 1965. 

Some comparative work was done at the University of Hawaii in 1964. 

Other Palauans who have contributed data are:

Name Residence

Leo Ruluked 
Kenzi Mad 
Timothy Olkeriil 
Kuniwo Nakamura 
Luke Bekebekmad 
Kazumoto Rengulbai 
Aloysius Azuma

Melekeok-Babeldaob
Peliliu
Imeliik-Babeldaob
Peliliu
Ngerdmau-Babeldaob 
Ime1i ik-Babeldaob 
Ngchesar-Babeldaob

Sonograph work was done with:

Otoichi Besebes Ngarard-Babeldaob
Kuniwo Nakamura Peliliu
Francisco Uludong Ngchesar-Babeldaob

The lexicon gathered by Father McManus has been of tremendous 

help in this paper. Having access to some 12,000 forms enabled many 

forms to be elicited that otherwise would have gone unnoticed.



Dialectical Variation. The problem of dialectical variation is not 

taken into consideration in this paper. This does not mean that there 

is no variation in Palau, but that the major differences occur with 

older speakers, none of whom were available for this study. From 

information gathered from the younger informants, it appears that 

even though there is some variation, this has little or no effect on 

mutual intelligibility. One difference that is found is that the 

speakers from a more conservative area such as northern Babeldaob have 

a greater lexical knowledge of the language. Quite often during the 

course of the research, after finding a form in McManus, attempts 

were made to elicit the form without cueing the informant, e.g. asking 

him if he had the word. In most cases the informants from Babeldaob 

were aware of the form and those from Peliliu were not. This was 

especially true of names of flora and fauna. It was also found that 

the main informant for this work (Besebes) could recognize some base 

forms of which informants from other areas were unaware.

Dialect differences do exist in Palau, but are beyond the scope 

of this thesis. This thesis basically represents the speech of a young 

man from Ngarard.
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Notes to Chapter I

1 Walleser's use of the umlaut with £ and u is fairly rare, and no 
real pattern can be found. Entries in Walleser's dictionary for 
which contemporary forms can be found, show that the umlaut is never 
found with stressed vowels. _a is found in a few forms that would now 
be written as e_̂ This could mean that there has been some slight 
change in pronunciation since the turn of the century, or that his a 
represents something similar to the [«.] in this thesis. Following are 
some examples of umlauted forms compared to the equivalent contemporary 
forms. The glosses reflect the contemporary forms.

Walleser Carlson

daóll
megäald
choldöoch
chotöom

melngöoch
cholüus
medüis
melliel

/deóll/ 
/mekeâld 
/’ldóy’/ 
/7ltóym/

/melgêy7/
/?oluys/
/meduis/
/meluil/

'what is to be nailed'
'warm'
'gleam, luster'
'stained (Walleser's entry could not 
be elicited; however, it would be 
the non-infixed stem of Carlson's 
listing.)'
'to scrape off--as a root'
'awl'
'reckless'
'roll together, bind'

o. For some reason Kramer was left out of Klieneberger's Bibliography 
of Oceanic Linguistics and should be included if that work is ever 
brought up to date.
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CHAPTER II 

ANALYSIS

Introduction. In addition to determining the general phonemic inventory, 

there are three major problems that present themselves in attempting 

to phonemicise Palauan.

1. The treatment of the schwa.

2. Analysis of £ and w.

3. Treatment of the syllable.

The schwa is difficult to handle because of its apparent predic

tability in some instances and non-predictability in others. This, 

combined with the'vowel changes that accompany change in stress, makes 

analysis difficult. Due to the various assignations of the a, it will 

be discussed in three different sections: (1) as an allophone of /e/;

(2) as an excrescent vowel between certain sequences of consonants; 

end (3) as a release after final syllabic consonants.

Inclusion of jy and w as phonemes came fairly late in the analysis; 

the inclusion of % is still somewhat doubtful. In many cases both _y 

and w could be treated as glide allophones of J. and u, but there is 

some evidence for granting them phonemic status.

The analysis of the syllable is complicated by the presence of 

consonant clusters and by some of the phonetic features of these clusters. 

Palauan is somewhat unusual among Austronesian languages in that it 

can have clusters of up to five consonants. The majority of these

clusters are due to the loss of weak stressed vowels and to infixed



consonants. The main decisions to be made are whether or not to treat 

many of the consonants as syllabic,* and whether the £ between certain 

sequences of consonants is a phoneme (as an allophone of /e/) or 

excrescent.

Since syllable criteria will be helpful in defining the distri

bution of segmental phonemes, they are discussed first. The balance 

of the analysis is presented in the following order:

2. Consonants.

3. Vowels, including % and w.

4. Excrescent

5. Distribution.

6. Suprasegmentals.

An item that is double starred shows that it does not occur in 

Palauan, i.e. **?url becomes ?ull 'rain.' Unless otherwise noted, 

the period when used with Palauan forms represents syllabic break. 

Syllable. The Palauan syllable juncture can be predicted in terms of 

the following criteria:

1. All vowels constitute a syllable peak. e.g.,

CVVC -----> CV.VC

2. All final consonants in a -CC cluster are syllabic (/w/ 

following /k/ or /s/ not having clear juncture), e.g.,

-CC ----- > -C.C

3. In a sequence of (V)CVCV... the syllable juncture precedes 

the consonant. e.g., VCVCV... -----» V.CV.CV...

13



4. All initial CCV... constitute a syllable except for the 

following:

a. /I r/ are syllabic as the first member of such a 
sequence.

b. /m q/ are syllabic preceding all C's except /I r w/.

5. The first two consonants of an initial CCCV... constitute 

a syllable, e.g., CCV... > CC.CV...

6. The first three consonants of an initial CCCCV... constitute 

a syllable. e.g., CCCCV...   ^ CCC.CV...

7. Between all medial -CC- except for those mentioned in the 

following discussion.

Certain sequences of consonants have no clear syllable juncture. 

This occurs when /I r/ is the second member of a medial cluster in 

which the first member is /b t k/. Preceding a stressed vowel the 

juncture generally falls between the two consonants if the second 

member is /l/, and preceding the stop if the second member is /r/. 

Preceding an unstressed vowel the juncture generally precedes the stop. 

In the following examples the preferred form is listed first.

?ob.liy ?o.bliy 1 to carry under arm1

bi.brurk bib.rurk 'yellow1

kli.tla.?ay 'a fish1

ko.kri.qiy 'to lessen'

In a final /-kw/ or /-sw/ cluster, juncture appears to be optional, 

either occurring before the /k s/, or before the /w/. Geminate /r/ 

is a trill [?] when initial and medial and therefore has no clear 

transition. Final geminate /r/ does not occur.

14
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kwo.kw kwok. w 'what is held'

sw6.sw /\s swos.w . 'milt'

Examples of the various syllable shapes:

V tel 1 and'
let '(nominal marker)'

VC /ak.móg/ 'I go'
/ti.âr]/ 'here'
/o.le.âw/ 'to interrupt'

cv /me.gag/ 'to eat'
/su.biy/ 'study it'
/mel.le.mâw/ 'blue'

ccv /sbe.diy/ 'announce it'
/kla.low/ 'thing'
/mie.gag/ ' ate'

cvc ‘ /gak/ 'I'
/’ab.’âb/ 1 ashy'
/?6.sib/ 'pronged digging implement'

ccvc /b lil/ 'his house'
/btu?/ 'star'
/ktor/ 'a shellfish'

c /1.ków/ 'hat'
/g.móg/ 'he goes'
/lât.k/ 'reminiscence'
/kal.l/ 'food'

cc /kl.déy/ 'three'
/kg.til/ 'his sin'
/b l.sib.s/ 'hole'

ccc /kid.gii/ 'virtue'
/kld.môk.1/ 'prepared'
/bld.gèl/ 'coir to be twisted into rope'

Although there is not much question on the syllable shape in 

most positions, the treatment of syllabic consonants in final position 

needs some discussion.
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Features of these final syllabic consonants are:

1. Articulation is broken between the sequences of consonants

in question so as to produce two syllables, the final one 

a syllabic consonant.

2. When in a construction preceding a vowel, that vowel is

automatically a syllable nucleus and the final consonant

becomes the syllable onset.

3. All final consonants in a series of two consonants are 

followed by a [aJ like release. This may be completely 

voiceless in the case of voiceless consonants, or it may 

be a very lenis schwa-like sound. In the text, this release

/me.lat.k/
/me.lät.ka.../

'to remember1
'to remember plus object. The 
/a/ is a nominal marker which in 
this case precedes a non-definite 
object'
'to sing'
'to sing plus object (same as

/me.gi.täk.1/
/me.gi.täk.la.../

preceding)1

will be shown as a raised schwa [3].^
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Consonants. Palauan has 17 segmental phonemes, /b t k 7 d s m g  

l r w y i e a o u / .  With these 17 segmental phonemes, primary 

stress /'/ is considered phonemic at the word level.

bilabial dental alveolar velar glottal

Stops b t k ?

Fric d s

Liquids l,r

Nasals m

S-V w y

Front Central Back

High 

Mid 

Low

i u

e o

a

FIGURE 4. CHART OF PHONEMES



All suspicious consonants can be found in minimal environments. 

The examples below show contrast in initial and final position.

18

/b,m/ /blay/ 1 house' /’ub/ 'gift'
/mlay/ 1 canoe' /?um/ 'type of fish'

/k,g/ /kaw/ ' you' /dik/ 'wedge'
/gaw/ 'fire' /dig/ ' ear'

/b, t/ /boy/ 'servant' /lob/ 'long coral'
/toy/ 'channel' /lot/ 'intestinal worm'

/t,k/ /tew/ 'width' /tmat/ 'to tear'
/kew/ 'caterpiller' /tmak/ 'to arrive at a place'

/k,’/ /key/ 'term of address' /omók/ 'to open'
/’ey / ' sea' /ornò9/ 'to step on'

/1,’/ /tat/ 'a tear' /tet/ 'woman's hand bag'
/’at/ 'smoke' /te’/ 'flesh'

/t,d/ /te’/ 'flesh' /tawt/ 'adulterer'
/ de’/ 'type of fish' /tawd/ 'fork'

/d, s/ /dag/ 'center of house' /’ad/ 'man, liver'
/sag/ 'spider conch' /’as/ 1 soot'

/t,s/ /tmuk/ 'to cut' /’at/ 'smoke'
/smuk/ 'to pack' /’as/ 'soot'

/t,l/ /tuk/ 'edge' /but/ 'buttocks'
/luk/ 'silence' /bui/ 'it's smell'

/t,r/ /tat/ 'a tear' /got/ 'mortar (pounding)'
/rat/ 'dryness' /gor/ 'mouth'

/ d, r/ /dak/ 'joined' /’ad/ 'man, liver'
/rak/ 'year' /’ar / 'price'

/ s,r/ /siy’/ 'success, victory' /rrus/ 'pierced'
/riy’/ 'low tide' > /rrur/ 'shame'

/l,r/ /luk/ 'silence' /omul/ 'to forbid'
/ruk/ 'Truk' /omur/ 'to preboil'

A>bg/ /mar/ ' eel' /sim/ 'harvest time'
/gar/ 'be in a place' /sig/ 'odor of sperm'



Besides the forms listed, all of the consonants except /r/ and /w/ 

are found in the environment /bu_/.'

/bub/ 'fish trap' /bud/ 'our-incl. smell'
/but/ 'buttocks' /bus/ ' cat'
/buk/ 'corner' /bul / 'his smell'
/bu’/ 'a fish' /bum/ 'your-sg. smell'
/buy/ 'pubic hair' /bug/ 'flower'

The following frame (/ba_/) adds /r/ and /w/ but is not as complete 

as the preceding.

/bab/
/bad/
/bas/
/bar/

1 over1 
1 stone1 
1 charcoal' 
'bedding1

/bag/ 'goatfish'
/baw/ 'smell'
/bay/ 'meeting house'

Borrowed sounds. n and h are found in some forms borrowed from 

Japanese and English. In this paper, neither is given phonemic status 

n occurs mainly in medial position and is interesting since it was 

also borrowed in geminate form. No examples can be found of an n 

/r)/ contrast.

manne
séynendag 
siónig 
sétan or, 
sétag

' pen'
'society' 
'witness'

'satan'

(Jap)
(Jap)
(Jap)

(Eng)

Notice that although medial n was retained in borrowings from Japanese 

final n became Palauan /g/.

Jap. hon Pal. /hog/
Jap. sun Pal. /sug/

'book'
'ten feet'

h. generally occurs in initial position 

hôtr
hog
hótay
kóhi

'hotel'
1 book' 
'bandage' 
'coffee'

(Eng)
(Jap)
(Jap)
(Jap)



Due to the bilingual ability of many of the Palauans in Japanese 

and English, it is difficult to tell where to stop in adding sounds 

to the Palauan inventory. Besides borrowing the word kohi from 

Japanese, kofi has been borrowed from English in the name of a 

resturant in Koror, kofi siab. This may be heard as anything from 

[kobi siap] to [kafiy sop], depending on the speaker and his control 

of the sound patterns of English. These two forms are also interesting 

since they give a possible minimal pair between two borrowed phones,

[f] and [h].

20
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FIGURE 5. PALAUAN CONSONANT ALLOPHONES 
(Allophones are encircled)

C3 represents a released final consonant = syllabic consonant. 

Il r] are voiceless.



Consonant Allophones. The released or syllabic consonants (Ic3J) 

will not be discussed individually under consonant allophones. All 

those shown on the preceding chart as [C3] occur as C2 in a final 

-C1C2 cluster, and in this position are syllabic. Only /y/ and /g/ 

have not been found as syllabic in final position. The general

statement for these syllabic consonants reads: /-CC/ ---->  [-C.C3],

with the raised schwa having various degrees of voicing depending 

upon the nature of the preceding consonant. A raised schwa will be 

used only to show this final release.

Stops. As the first member of an initial CC- cluster, /b t k/ have 

a delayed release [pi tl kfl ] when preceding stops other than /7/.

The two stops are close to being co-articulated, e.g., there is no 

perceptible interval between the two stops. Intervocalically,

[pi t*1 k1 ] also occur preceding stops except /7/. In this position 

there is abrupt closure and generally silence which forms a syllabic 

boundary between the two consonants. When this stop-stop intervocalic 

cluster is preceded by a vowel under primary stress, [pi] and [bl ] 

are in free variation. The unmarked or plain stops are unaspirated, 

or very weakly aspirated at the bilabial, dental, velar, and glottal 

points of articulation, [p t k 71.

22

[p* ka^l /bkaw/ 'type of tree'

[pi tu?] /btu7/ 'star'

[ tl kull /tkul/ 'it's edge'

[kl ta .rel] /kter£l/ 'his load to be lifted'

[7afob1 k3] ~  
[^foplk3] /7r6bk/ 'type of surgeon fish'
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[ ap1. tu9 ]
[ab1. tu7J /a btu7/ 'the star'

[ma.3ak\t®] /medakt/ , 'to fear'

[alclkrel. li jj /a kkrelliy/ ' if I do it'

[ma.latlk®] /melatk/ 'to remember'

[ pT ] and [ kU are also found preceding /g/ and /s/.

[pigal] /bgal/ 'his flower'

[kflgop] /kgob/ 'exclamation used for bad smell'

*[pTsip.sa] /bsibs/ 'hole'

*[k"lsI0] /ksid/ 'a tree'

[kll.sokls3] /klisoks/ 'lying down'

*there is some question whether to use unreleased allophones or 
normal [p] and £k] preceding /s/. The unreleased form is 
arbitrarily used here to parallel the other close sequences of 
consonants.

The fricative allophones of /b k ’/ ([b x fil), occur inter- 

vocalically in free variation with [b k ’], [x] has been found in

only one example, [Smo.xo^] /dmokow/ 'to blow'. Hsu mentioned a 

voiced velar fricative [jrJ, but this was not elicited from Besebes.

£b] and [b] appear to have about equal distribution. IR] is used 

here to show constriction of the glottis.

[bu.b^y]
[bu.b^y] /bubew/ 'a fish'

[mcf.huf ]
[moE.?uf] /me7ur/ 'a fish1,

[bmo.xo^]
[Smo.ko«] /dmokow/ 'to blow'



[b] occurs intervocalically and initially preceding V and /I w/.

Ig] occurs preceding and following voiced sounds except preceding a
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vowel under primary stress where 

been found following /r/.

[fo-g^ii] /rókwiy/

[qigol] /rjikl/

[’e.bal.l3] /7 eball/

[bi*.b3] /biyb/

[bla*] /blay/

[bjfaì] /bway/

I tur. tuf. ga ] /turturk/

is a rare voiceless alveolar 

frame /-rti-/.

[qaf.^i.aq] /qartiaq/

[p t k 7] occur finally after V, 

preceding V, /I w/. /b/ becomes

[ lop] /lob/

[’at] /’at/

[fak] /rak/

[bo7] /bu7/

[tut] / tut/

[kal. 1®] /kail/

[klag] /klag/

[tolat] /tlat/

[k] is found. Syllabic [g3] has

'all'

'fish'

'gray (hair)1 

'small green bird'

'house'

'public'

'tame'

affricate that has been found in the 

'is here'

and all except [p] occur initially 

[b] initially as previously mentioned. 

'long coral'

'smoke'

'year'

'marriage'

'breast'

'food'

'what has been eaten'

'torn'



In final position the stops may be released when following a 

single V. This is just an opening of the articulators which may or 

may not be accompanied by weak aspiration and should not be considered 

the same as the schwa like release on syllabic consonants.

Fricatives. (3) is listed on the chart of allophones to show that 

there is an allophone of /d/ that has fortis articulation. Normally 

this occurs preceding a V with primary stress, and is in free variation 

with [3]. The chart is a little misleading in relationship to the 

allophones of /d/ in that they are generally interdental, /s/ is 

always a voiceless spirant, backed ([§]) when contiguous to (espe

cially following) /i u y w/. The backed allophones are produced with 

the tip of the tongue rather than the blade. Capell mentioned that 

/s/ was also backed when contiguous to /ll/, but this was not notice

able with Besebes. [©] and [3 ] are in free variation in initial and 

final position, with [3 ] most common initially and [©] finally.

[©] and [3 ] are also in free variation when contiguous to a voiceless 

consonant in a medial or final cluster.
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[Sii’3] /s iy7/ 'success'

[»i.xtf.fi»] /7 iwiys/ 'bone'

[skuX.la] /skuwl/ 'school'

[ seq] /seq/ 'spider conch'

[’5.sip] /7osib/ 'pronged digging implement'

[31^.1*] /diyl/ 'belly'

[ma0] / mad/ ' eye'

[me3.ko0.k®]
[me3.ko3.k?] /medkodk/ 'something cut by sawing with

a knife1



[d] is a rare allophone of /d/ that occurs following /g/ which / 

becomes [n] preceding /d/ and /s/. -

[son.d] /sogd/ 'branch'

[brln.d] /brigd/ 'bailer, scoop'

Nasals. As just mentioned, /g/ has an allophone [n] which occurs 

preceding /d/ and /s/. A rarer allophone of /g/ is the voiceless 

velar nasal [lj] which occurs initially preceding [g] in an exclamation 

that is used upon smelling something bad. In the speech of some 

speakers this is [kgop], but the majority of informants that were used 

for this paper used [ijgop]. The length of this voicelessness appears 

to be proportional to the intensity of the smell, /m/ appears to 

have no outstanding allophones aside from the release previously 

mentioned. Notice that Palauan has only two phonemic nasals.
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[son.d] /sogd/ 'branch'

[?o.min.s3] /omigs/ 'to set something in sun'

[gak] /gak/ 'I'

[ma.gag] /megâg/ 'to eat'

[mur ] /mur/ 'feast'

[?o.mo®.t3] /omôyt/ 'to abandon'

[ram] /rram/ 'coconut meat'

Liquids. /r/ has always been found as a 1 or 2 tap retroflex except

for some cases preceding ft/ where a vocalic retroflex was heard.

In all of the exceptions, the informant would produce a tap upon 

being asked to repeat the form. Articulation is with the area just



back of the tip of the tongue against the alveolar ridge with the 

tap moving toward the rear of the oral cavity unless enough tension 

is applied to cause the tongue to remain and cause 2 taps. A geminate 

/r/ becomes a trill (If]) which in medial position is accompanied by 

a lot of friction. In final position /r/ tends to become very lenis 

with noticeable friction and going off into voicelessness [r ].

A Voiceless /r/ can be elicited in initial position when geminate and 

preceding /t/, but this is a somewhat artificial form and would be 

difficult to find in normal speech without being preceded by /q/ or 

a vowel. An example of this would be [Rft.fot] /rrtrdt/ 'hammered.'
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trom] /rrom/ 'hard liquor'

[feq] /req/ 'heart'

[ruR] /rur/ 'shame'

[’iA.kr9] /iykr/ 'outside'

tSIrek] /dirrdk/ 'also'

To follow other syllable patterns, the preceding should be shown 

as [Slf.rék]. Medial [r] along with the semivowels /y w/ have no 

clear syllabic break when between vowels. One choice would be to mark 

the syllable as occurring preceding the [r] which comes fairly close 

to what is heard, but this may be due to the stress on the final 

syllable. The vowel preceding [-ÍV-] also has some 'r-coloring.'

/l/ is generally a voiced apico-alveolar lateral that may become 

voiceless [l ] when syllable nucleus following /k/ and preceding a 

voiceless consonant. Unlike /r/ which can be geminate only in 

initial and medial positions, /!/ can be geminate in all positions.
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[kL.tiü] /kltiw/ 'nine'

[kL.sip] /klsib/ 'perspiration'

[l.lel] /llel/ 'leaf'

I mil. limi /millim/ 'drank'

[ lot] /lot/ 'intestinal worm'

[ ka 1.19 ] /kali/ 'food'

Vowel Allophones. Palauan has five vowel phonemes: high front and

back (/i u/), mid front and back (/e o/), and a low central /a/, 

minimal pairs for the vowels are quite numerous.

/mir/
/mer/
/mar/
/mor/
/mur/

'pumice' /biy/
'come' /bey/
'eel' /bay/
'to lay things down' /boy/ 
'feast' /buy/

'the letter B'
'come!'
'meeting house' 
'servant'
'pubic hair'

/sig/ 'odor of sperm'
/seg/ 'wire'
/sag/ 'spider conch'
/sog/ 'loss'
/sug/ 'ten feet'

/melib/ 'to promise' 
/meleb/ 'to cut crosswise' 
/melab/ 'to pierce nose' 
/mel6b/ 'green turtle' 
/melub/ 'to spit'

Various incomplete sets can be found for vowels under non-primary stress.

/megay/ 'taken' 
/magây/ 'a fish'

/mugâw/ 'red money'

/migiy/ 'to divide it'
/megiy/ 'to stop it up'

/mogiy/ 'to put canoe in boat- 
/mugiy/ 'to burst it' house'

Discussion of Semi-Vowels. For a couple of years, the author has 

been under the impression that all sequences of vowels occur in Palauan, 

and there are obvious examples of two vowels in sequence when each 

forms a syllable nucleus. Now, there is some question as to whether 

any sequences occur as complex nuclei. The reason for discussing the



uncertainty of possible vowel sequences at this point in the paper

rather than in the section on phoneme sequences, is that a choice has

to be made whether or not to treat some of these sequences as vowel

plus semivowel, or as two vowels. For the purpose of this paper,

complex nuclei will be treated as vowel plus semivowel. There may be

an exception to this in the forms written taot and taut--these are

discussed on pages 35 and 36 of this thesis. Some evidence for the

use of /y/ and /w/ is the non-predictability of syllable juncture if

jL and u are used, and the following examples showing minimal contrast

that seem to justify the use of /w/.

[lu.ai.s3] /luays/ 'pliers, pincers'
[ 1. }{a*. s^] /lwaysey/ 'like that'

Ime.lu.is] /meluis/ 'to hook something'
[mel.}{is] /melwis/ 'to light a match'

The evidence for /y/ is mainly by analogy. It was mentioned 

earlier that the second consonant of a final cluster is released.

This release is also found in some Palauan forms that end in /w/.

[me. si. slios.M3] /mesiswosw/ 'cringing'

[7o.?a3.rt3] /7o7adw/ 'scissors'

[sMos.iP] /swosw/ 'milt'

[7o.sur.M?] /7osurw/ 'steam bath taken after delivery
of first child'

If the /w/ posited reacts as other consonants in final position, 

then a released /w/ shows that it is the second member of a cluster.

In the preceding examples, the clusters are composed of sequences of 

/d s r/ plus /w/. If /w/ is released following [Ai} it shows that 

there is a final consonant cluster, and in this case the only 

interpretation for [̂ ] is as /y/.
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[me.a^.y9] /meayw/ 'slippery1

[me.t^j.X3] /metdyw/ * 'to sooth'

[me.7I.JiSi.H3] /me’iwayw/ 'to sleep'

For this paper, sequences of two vowels that include a stressed 

vowel plus [/U or [&], with no definite phonetic syllabic break will 

be considered /Vy/ or /yV/. Sequences of stressed vowel plus [{?] or 

[X] with no syllabic break will be written as /Vw/ or /wV/. The 

phonetics of these semivowels will be discussed following the listing 

of vowel allophones.

Although in the list of phonemes the vowels are shown as /i e a 

o u/, the following phonetic values give a better idea of their respec

tive qualities in closed syllables, [e e a o uJ. The following chart 

gives some idea as to the position of various allophones. Reference 

can also be made to appendix B which shows the acoustical reference 

points for the vowels of two speakers.
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FIGURE 6. PALAUAN VOWEL ALLOPHONES 
(Allophones are encircled)



The following two general features can be attributed to all 

Palauan vowels and will not be listed as separate allophonic 

variations.

1. When not under primary stress, vowels are more central 
and more lax than their stressed counterparts.

2. Vowels under stress are slightly longer than the unstressed 
forms.

/i/ has two major allophones, shown here as [l] and til. [i] is 

a lower high front vowel varying between the IPA [el and [yl. This 

has a higher frequency of occurrence contiguous to consonants in the 

dental-alveolar area and in an unstressed position. [i] is more 

common with bilabials, velars, semivowels, and the glottal stop.

Even though there is a preference of occurrence, these two are in free 

variation except contiguous to /y/ where [l] has not been found.

For examples, see the listing of vowels in closed syllables at the 

end of this section.

/e/ is probably the most varied of Palauan vowels, with four recog- 

nizeable allophones. [f$] is a higher mid front partly rounded vowel 

that is found contiguous to /i u y w/. [<£] is a lower-mid partly

rounded vowel that occurs in free variation with Ie3 and is most 

common contiguous to /s r 1 a/. [a] is an unstressed central vowel

that occurs in free variation with [e3 which is a lower-mid-front 

unrounded vowel.

[mjSHJ /mew/ 1 to break open'

[s&U /sey/ 'there'

[t^.im] /teim/ 'five'
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[ sees ] /ses/ 'diligence'

[bee. ap] /beab/ 'rat'

[tet] /tet/ 'handbag'

[bek] /bek/ 1 each'

[ma.qSq] /meqaq/ 'to eat1

[ma. la£] /melay/ 'to take'

Although four allophones have been listed in the preceding, 

there remains a considerable amount of free variation and overlapping 

in their phonetic range. The only specific distributional rule that 

can be posited at this point is: [¿] is always found contiguous to

/i u y w/ while [el never is.

/a/ Aside from the higher weak stressed allophone of /a/ already 

mentioned, very little variation is found. [a] (low-mid central) is 

found in all environments with the following two forms in free 

variation, /a/ is found slightly backed ([a]) when contiguous to 

/b m/. Generally /a/ is slightly higher and more front when contiguous 

to /q/ and following /r/--this could be shown as either [a?''-] or [a*]. 

Since no variation is definite, except the fronted forms do not 

occur contiguous to /b m/, only one allophone is listed, [a].

Neither /o/ nor /u/ is fully rounded, just more rounded than 

their front counterparts. When the author was trying to produce these 

vowels when first learning Palauan, it was found that he came closer 

to producing the 'Palauan ideal' when a pipe was present to keep at 

least one side of the lips more spread.



/o/ is similar to /a/ in that it has only one major allophone, 

to], a lower mid-back partly rounded vowel.

/u/ is generally found as tu3, a lower high-back partly rounded 

vowel. It is found more back and sometimes higher (to]) when contig

uous to the bilabials, and occasionally with the velars.
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tmof J /mur/ 'feast'

[bop] /bub/ 'fish trap'

[kok] /kuk / 'finger nail'

[tut] /tut/ 'breast'

[ sus] / sus/ 'bow of the head (nod)'

[l.luSl /llud/ 'lived in concubinage'

All Palauan single vowels with the exception of /i/ can occur 

in closed syllables with all consonants. There are no examples of 

/i/ preceding /*/.
O

/Ci-/ /-iC/

b /bil/ 'his /bay/' /’ib/ 'to pass by'
t /tir/ 'they' / tmit/ 'to open by piercing'
k /kim/ 'giant clam' 

'to pass by'
/ tmik/ 'to box'

7 r  ib/ - -
d /dik/ 'wedge'

'harvest time'
/ksid/ 'a tree'

s /sim/ /’is/ 'depression on ocean-
m /mir/ 'pumice' 

'a tree'
/blim/ 'your-sg house' floor'

g /gis/ /dig/ ' ear'
r /rirs/ 'a tree' /tir/ 'they'
1 /lild/ 'a reed' /blil/ 'his house'
w /wigl/ 'tooth' /diw/ 'a shout'
y /yiy/ 'hole' /giy/ 'he'
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/Ce-/

b /beg/ ' weir'
t /tet/ ' handbag1 

' w e-incl'k /ked/
/? ed/ ' t h ir s t '

d /de7/ ' goatfish '
' d iligence ' 
' to unite '

s /ses/
m /me7/
g /gel/ 'a  tree '
r /reg/ ' heart'
1 / lle l/ ' leaf '
w /wel/ ' tu rt le '
y /yek/ ' bead'

/Ca-/

b /bab/ 'over'
t /tag / 1 one'
k /kak/ 'rib'
? /’ab/ 'ashes'
d /day/ 'closeness'
s /sag/ 'spider conch' 

' eye'm /mad/
g /gak/ 'I'
r /rat/ 'dryness'
1 /las/ 'a tree'
w /wa7/ 'leg'
y /yag/

^/Co-/

'gnat'

b /bot/ 'mumps'
t / tom/ 'loss'
k /kok/ 'flying fish' 

' yes'? /7oy/
d /dor/ 'shade'
s /sokl/ 'loose aim'
m /mok/ 'to open'
g /gor/ 'mouth'
r /rog/ 'to hear'
1 /lob/ 'long coral'
w /wos7/ 'a tree'
y /yolt/ 'wind'

/-eC/

/deb/ 'sugar cane1
/omSt/ 1 to press'
/btek/ 'women's belt'
/te7/ 'flesh'
/7ed/ 'thirst'
/bles/ 'forgotten'
/lmem/ 'your-sg water'
/beg/ 'weir'
/7er/ 'butterfly fish'
/gel/ 'a tree'
/tew/ 'width'
/sey/ 'there'

/-aC/

/sab/ 'a fishnet'
/7at/ 'smoke'
/rak/ 'year'
/da7/ 'excrement1
/bad/ 'stone'
/gas/ 'ironwood tree'
/rram/ 'stirred'
/bag/ 'a fish'
/bar/ 'bedding'
/sal/ 'very'
/baw/ 'smell'
/bay/ 'meeting house'

/-oC/

/lob/ 'long coral'
/got/ 'mortar'
/mok/ 1 to open'
/om67/ 'to step on'
/dgod/ 'tatooing needle' 
/bros/ 'a tree'
/kltom/ 'bluntness'
/mog/ 1 to go'
/dor/ 'shade'
/kol/ 'perhaps'
/yow/ 'below'
/toy/ 'channal'
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/Cu-/ /-uC/
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b /buk/ 'corner' /mub/ 'fish by trappi 
'suckling baby' 
'corner'

t /tub/ 'spittle' /tmut/
k /kuk/ 'fingernail' 

'unicorn fish'
/buk/

? /7um/ /smu?/ 'to borrow'
d / dug/ 'large taro) 

'a pandanas'
/kud/ ' louse'

s /su9/ /rrus/ ' pierced'
m /mur/ 'banquet' /9um/ 'unicorn fish'
g /gui/ 'asthma' /dmug/ 

/rur/
'to tell'

r / ruk/ 'Truk' 'shame'
1 /luk/ 'silence' /mul/ 'to forbid'
w /wum/ 'kitchen, oven' / tuw/ 'banana'
y / yus/ 'crocodile' /buy/ 'pqbic hair'

Semi-Vowel Allophones. /y/ has two major allophones, [A] and [&], 

the upward distance of the glide being determined by the surrounding 

phonemes. [®] is most common contiguous to /o a e/ except when initial 

or final. It is also found contiguous to dental and alveolar conso

nants. [¿] is found initially and finally and contiguous to the other 

phonemes.

/yays/ 'a fly'

/9eyd/ 'cord'

[’o.Saq] /oyag/ 'cluster of coconuts'

[’aA.t*] /9ayt/ 'roll of wire or cord'

19 ii.s3] /7iys/ 'flight'

[bai] /bay/ 'meeting house'

Uii] /yiy/ 'hole'

There is still some question as to the status of /w/ when following 

/a/. There is one minimal pair that is written taot 'adulterer1 and taut 

'aim'. The author has had the assurrance of some Palauans that there

c



is a difference, while others say these two forms are identical.

These two forms were almost identical when checked on the sonagraph 

with Besebes, but this could mean that the distinction is lost in the 

north but retained in the south. For this paper, these two forms will 

be considered homophonous.

/w/ is generally [R] when in initial or final position and contiguous 

to /i u y/ and sometimes /b/. Elsewhere the lower allophone [°] occurs, 

although it may be found higher in somewhat unnatural slow speech.
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U a ’] /wa7/ 'leg'

[boH.93] /buw7/ 'betel nut'

[bHa£] /bway/ 1 public1

[l.kOnl /lkow/ 'hat'

[taR.t3] /tawt/ 'aim'

[me. 7I. Râ ./i3] /me7 iwayw/ 'to sleep'

[ke.^ef.tal /kewert/ 'a tree'

Excrescent schwa. So far the schwa has been treated in two of its 

occurrences, (1) as the release of syllabic consonants in final posi

tion, and (2) as an unstressed allophone of /e/. In this section the 

status of [a] as an excrescent vowel is discussed.

Although the symbol a has been used for both the schwa allophone 

of /e/ and the excrescent vowel, the phonetic characteristics are 

slightly different. As an allophone of /e/, [a] is always more voiced/ 

fortis than its excrescent counterpart. Also, the allophonic [a] is 

slightly longer.



The general rule for the excrescent vowel would read:

(V)CC(V)  ----^  [(V)CaC(V)], where at least one of the consonants

is voiced or the glottal stop, and the voiced consonant is not /l/.

The [a] may be found between voiceless consonants but is unpredictable 

in this position. A [Cal-J cluster has been found only when C is 

/t d ?/ and sometimes /s/. Although a general rule may be stated, 

when /b/ and /k/ are part of the sequence, prediction of the [a] 

is dependent upon the voiced allophones of these two phonemes.

Examples of the variation that can be found are:

/?ab7ab/ 'ashy' [7ap.?ap] (rare)
[?apa7ap]
[7aba7ap]
[7aba7ab] 

but not **[7ab.7ab]

/kdokd/ 'the loosening1 [katJogaS3]*
[ka$5k.S3 ]
[k0ok.G3]

/sbosb/ 'jello, arrowroot jelly'
[spos.p3]
[sabos.p3]
[sabosab3]*

*In the forms [ka<5ogaS33 and [sabosab3], the presence of [a] 
preceding the final C may lessen the intensity of the final 
release.

Examples of the excrescent [a] are found in the phonetic trans

cription of the occurrence of consonant clusters (Chapter III). In 

this section an underlined schwa ([a]) shows that the form can be 

found with an excrescent vowel, but is more common without. The 

presence of a schwa that is not underlined shows that the form is 

usually found with an excrescent vowel. The absence of a schwa in 

a cluster means that the two consonants will practically never be 

found with an intervening schwa.
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Notes to Chapter II.
i Since practically all cases of final clusters can be traced to 
loss of the final proto vowel, some clue to what might have happened 
was looked for in the history of the forms. The Palauan form /kwokw/ 
'what is carried' comes from PAN *kepkep. The changes would be some
thing like: *kepkep **kewkew **kwekwe **kwokwo **kwokwa
/kw6kw/. The interesting feature of this form is that it shows 
metathesis and the phonetic shape [kwok.w3]. The final schwa is 
a predictable feature so it does not have to be shown as a phoneme, 
but its existence can be interpreted as the weak stressed residue of 
the proto vowel. This would mean that practically all proto forms of 
the shape *(C)1V1C2V2C3 became pre-Palauan **(C)1V1C2C3V2 , with V2 
becoming [3 ] since it did not come under stress. The possessive 
endings seem to support this by using /e/ as the possessive vowel in 
forms that can be traced to a proto form ending in a consonant.

PAN Independ. Possessed

Leg *paqi wa’ ?o?il 'his leg'
Eye *mata mad medal 'his eye'
Stone *batu bad bedul 'his stone'
Vein *uRat rj-urd g-erdel 'his vein'
Chicken *manuk malk malk£l ' his chicken'

The /e/ that occurs in the possessive endings appears to be the 
retention of the release that occurs in forms ending in -CC.
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CHAPTER III 

DISTRIBUTION

Distribution of Consonants. With few exceptions, no Palauan form 

can begin or end with a vowel phoneme.^ The exceptions to this would 

be forms such as /ma/ 'and/so', and /e/ 'and1; however these are never 

found utterance final. There is some question as to the initial /7/ 

which in some instances is lost when preceded by a vowel when in a 

construction.

/7 6wsbe7/ 1 to need'
/mo 6wsbe7/ 'will need'

/7ormiy/ 'to test it'
/mo 7ormiy/ 'will test it'

/7ull/ 'rain'
/mo 7ull/ 'will rain'

/7 iray/ 'municipality on Babeldaob'
/a iray/ '(the) /iray/'

/76sib/ 'pronged digging implement'
/a 7osib/ 'the /7 6sib/'

In the first part of this section, only initial, medial, and 

final CC contiguous to vowels will be covered. In final position, 

two is the maximum number of contiguous consonants. Initial clusters 

of more than two consonants will be mentioned at the end of this 

section. Medial clusters beyond CC will not be discussed.
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Second Consonant

FIGURE 7. INITIAL CC- CLUSTERS 
(Occurrence marked by X)
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ilusters. 

/bC-/

/tc-/

/kC-/

are examples of the possible initial two consonant

[ptu7] /btu7/ 1 star1

[pkép.k9] /bkebk/ 1 happy'

[ba75ba79] /b7 ob7/ 'put in order'

[baslp.s9] /bsibs/ 'hole (rare form, usually
[pslp.s9

[bla^U /blay/ 1 house'

[prer] /brer/ 'bamboo raft'

[pgal] /bqal/ 'his flower'

[bMai] /bway/ 'public'

[tpal] /tbal/ 'his spit'

[tket.k9] /tketk/ 'the assembling'

[ta7ota79] /t7ot7/ 'crab claw'

[talât. I3] /tlatl/ 'inclined'

[ tafét. f9 ] /tretr/ 1 epidemic'

[tmot.m9] /tmotm/ 'siphon'

[trjeG] /tqed/ 'quarrelsome'

[kabo°.b9] /kbowb/ 'wall'

[kati.git] /ktikit/ 'a fish'

[kaSogacü3] /kdokd/ 'process of loosening'

[ksok.sa ] /ksoks/ 'catch of fish'

tklaq] /klag/ 'what has been eaten'

[kf ok.r 9] /krokr/ 'end'

[kmô ] /kmoy/ 'to put canoe in boathouse

[kgop] /kqob/ 'exclamation used for bad
smell

[kJiok.J®] /kwokw/ 'what is held'



/? c-/

/dC-/

/sC-/

/1C-/

[’abu’ab3] /’bu’b/

[’ase’as^] /’se’s/

[’a lam] /’ lam/

[’afo’af3] /’ro’r/

[’amo’am3 /’mo’m/

[Sabo’al3] /dbo’l/

[Sake5ak3] /dkedk/

[5a’53a’3] /d’od’/

[bala£. s3] /dlays/

[Safe3af3] /dredr/

[Same5am3] /dmedm/

[Sqo©] /dqod/

[ sa bo sab3 ] /sbosb/

[sko s.k3] /skosk/

[sa’5sa’3] /s’os’/

[salaR.f^] /slawr/

[smlA.k3] /smiyk/

[sgul] /squl/

[s^os.JP] /swosw/

[ 1. bo 1.b3] /lbolb/

[ 1. tel] /ltel/

[l.kol.k3] /lkolk/

[ la ’ 5 la 73 ] /l’ol’/

[l.SaS.1] /ldawl/

[l.s<r.’el] /lse’¿1/

[l.lel] /Ilei/

[l.muk] /lmuk/

a crab' 

open sore* 

broken'

salty, from /me’ro’r/' 

urine1

what is to be copied' 

cover'

the spearing' 

gossip'

the governing'

the process of rolling 
something flat' 

tatooing needle'

jello, arrowroot jelly'

pushing with both hands'

a bird'

tied'

to seek'

its odor--of sperm' 

milt'

the surrounding' 

his return' 

gnat'

deep forest'

one about to live with 
another'

his luck' 

leaf'

to be silent'
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[faborob3] /rborb/ 'to sit1

[ f . tu l ] /rtul/ 'its dryness'

[f.kasl /rkas/ 'mosquito'

[fa75f. 73] /r7or7/ 'from /rr7or7/ 'stolen'

[faSefa<59] /rderd/ 'stepped on'

[f. sell /rsel/ 'its end'

[ram] /rram/ 'coconut meat with sugar 
and water'

[fameram9] /xrmerm/ 'from /kermerm/ 'dark'

[fR5f.JP] /rworw/ 'to fan'

There are not many unaffixed forms that have an /mC-/ initial 

cluster; however, the presence of an /m-/ prefix for imperative forms 

makes all combinations possible except /my-/, /y/ following /m/ or 

/g/ becomes /i/.

[m.ble.blMl /mblebliy/ 'extract it'.'

[m. tarjat9] /mtagt/ 'polish!'

[n©7a5.jp] /m7 adw/ 'cut with scissors'.

[m.ka*.s3] /mkays/ 'open!'

[m.ftis.m?] / md idm/ 'ambush!'

[mas5m.s9] /msoms/ 'the opposing'

[mla^] /mlay/ 'canoe'

[mfesJ /mres/ 'type of money'

[m.maS] /mmad/ 'die!'

[m.giA] /mgiy/ 'trap fish!'

[m^af] /mwar/ 'acid/sharp taste'



/g-/ is a question marker and also one of the third person 

singular pronouns. It is found initially preceding all consonants 

except /y/.
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[g.ba©] /gbad/ 1 stone? 1

[g.tal] /gtal/ 'what is to be asked for1

[g.kog.k3] /gkogk/ 'the process of scraping 
and leveling'

[g.7e.sSr] /g?esar/ 'municipality on Babeldaob'

[g.TJoJ*. /gduwl/ 'a clam'

[gaslgas3] /gsegs/ 'patient'

[glas] /glas/ 'a tree'

[gafegar3] /gregr/ 'from /klegregr/ 'hunger'

[g.mai] /gmay/ 'to take'

[g.gak] /ggak/ 'me?'

[gSa] /gwa/ ' it is like...'
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Second Consonant
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FIGURE 8 . MEDIAL -CC- CLUSTERS 
(Occurrence marked by X)
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Following are examples of the two consonant medial clusters 

found.

/-bC-/

/-tc-/

/-kC-/

[tebateb] /tebt£b/

[Sip.kSl.I3] /dibkall/

[7aba7ap] /7ab73b/

[me. SebaSebak3] /medebdebk/ 

Iseb.seb.l3] /sebsebl/

[’o.blU] /’oblly/

[bl.pfurag3] /bibrurk/

[7Ip.giA] /7ibgiy/

[bc£. ket.bot.p3] /beketbotb/ 

[ket.kat] /ketkat/

[7eta7ad /7et7at/

[kilt.la.’aA] /klitla7 ay/ 

[fotarot] /rotrot/

/metmut/ 

/7etgayd/ 

/bokbok/ 

/tektak/

[met.mut] 

[7et.gai.59] 

[bokabok] 

[tekatak]

[7o.mek.7up. s3] /omek7ubs/ 

[dekabak] /dekdak/

[ bek. s a 1 . 13 ] 

[ 7e k . l U l  

[ k o . k r I . g i i ]  

[t lk .miA]

/beksall/

/7ekliy/

/kokrigiy/

/tikmiy/

one who acquires and
discards' 

what is to be pushed 
away'

ashy'

something being thought of. 

rude'

to carry under arm' 

yellow' 

to pluck it' 

eloquent'

to reopen a wound'

wound'

a fish'

to hammer1

shark'

thin'

tower'

masturbator' 

to heal'

combination of things' 

undeveloped girl' 

to separate it' 

to lessen' 

to crowd'



/-’ c-/

/-dC-/

/-sC-/

[bek. gi3. ka] /bekgiwk/

[mek.bek.JJap. s3] /mekbekwabs/

[to7abi^] /to7biy/

[7o7ati*] /7o7 tiy/

[Se7aSu7] /de7du7/

[sl7asi^] /si7siy/

[ le?alo7a'53] /le7 lo7d/

[me7af57ar3] /me7ro7r/

[me7amo7am3] /me7mo7m/

[me7agi^] /me7giy/

[me7a)ia7a53] /me7wa7d/

[keb.keb] /kedked/

[7e5a7ol.13] /7ed7oll/

[7eSasdl. I3] /7edsall/

[7eSa luma l3] /7 edluml/

[7ar.muS.fegas3] /7armudregs/

[keSam.kil. I3] /kedmekill/

[beS.giX. k3] /bedgiwk/

[besabas] /besbas/

[bls.kag] /biskdg/

[7ol.7esa7es] /ol7es7es/

[fos.mi^J /rosmiy/

[gasagds] /gasgas/

t7es..&Sf.gal.l3] /7eswergdll/

moldy1

to delay paying a debt'

to wound--as a fish spine1

to unhook it1

from /7ade7du7/ 'to
converse1 

to pick at, peck'

broken'

salty'

urinated'

to step on'

bitter'

rotten wood'

sleeping mat (old term)'

what is to be paved1

waterlogged'

type of bird'

what is to be prepared'

moldy'

rubbish'

spear'

to drink noisily'

to sew it'

red coral'

one to be slapped'
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/-1C-/

/-rC-/

/-mC-/

[7el.bu7ob3]

[be 1. tel]

[kel.kol.t3]

[’ela’el]

[ba.lal.SI.og] 

[bll.se.gel] 

[bel. lek] 

[?el.m51.19] 

[gelagal] 

[mel.Als]

[buraburas3 ] 

[bef.tak.I3] 

[kerakSraS3] 

[7efa7af]

[bef.Sak.I3] 

[btrak]

I7of.mak.I3] 

[be.Sef.ga7at3] 

[bem.bag.73]

[me.lem.tam] 

[Sfem.gel] 

[7ema7umal3] 

[7ol.SemaSem]

[slmasi^.m3] 
[7om.le.gi^]

/7elbu7b/

/belt&l/

/kelkolt/

/7el7el/

/balaldiog/

/bilsegil/

/bell£k/

/7elmoll/

/gelgal/

/melwis/

/burburs/

/bertakl/

/kerkard/

/7er7ar/

/berdakl/

/berrak/

/7ormakl/

/bedergd7 1/

/bembdg7/

/melemtam/

/dremkel/ 

/7em7uml/

/oldemdem/

/s ims iym/ 

/7omlegiy/

kind of money* 

its change' 

cool'

favorite child' 

a bush' 

his boat' 

evil spirit' 

reef' 

mackerel' 

to light a match' 

many colored' 

ocean floor' 

gnat, mosquito' 

muddy water' 

a vine'

orange money' (this form 
may be /brrak/) 

to search for--spear fish 
already speared'

cowardly1 

red ant' 

to taste1 

its thunder' 

outer reef' 

to bob up and down' 

to shake the head' 

to ferment it'
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/-gC-/

/-wC-/

/-yc-/

[9e. fem. fuml /9eremrum/

[9om.giri] /9omgxy/

[kag.ba.gup.t3] /kagbagubt/

Itegatag] /tegtag/

[beg.keg.kol.I3] /begkegkSll/

[bctg.9el] /beg951/

[Sog.Se.gi^] /dogdegiy/

[Segasdl.I3] /degsall/

[9egallAJ /’egliy/

Ibegafegaf3] /degrSgr/

[Seg.me.si.51.I3. /degmesifill/

[ka^.bu9] /kawbu9/

[kaH.tok.tok] /kawtoktok/

[?IH- 9el] /9iw9£l/

[95°.3ur] /owdur/

[9oS.sii] /9owsiy/

[ kaH guJi. s3 ] /kawguws/

[kai.bl.bfag] /kaybibrdg/

[ka£.tita93] /kaytit9/

ikaj.kuf.s3] /kaykurs/

[9a la^a9 ag] /9 lay9ag/

[kai.Se.SaR.b3] /kaydedawb/

ikai.sl.^k.l3] /kaysiwekl/

[me. lai. loJil /melaylow/

ikaA.ge.s£M] /kaygewSw/

[be.ko^.X^.ul.I3 /bekoyweull/

trepang' 

to pry it up' 

to forgive one another' 

starfish'

tide low enough so that the 
boat hits bottom 
occasionally' 
its bite'

to tease, flirt'

what is to be looked at'

to stop it'

bad'

'revered' 

married' 

to quarrel' 

section' 

to err' 

to weave it'

to be related by marriage'

hide and seek'

crowded'

tug of war'

small lizard'

fight in water'

to meet'

to sail to leeward' 

to help one another'

'contagious'
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Second Consonant

FIGURE 9. FINAL -CC CLUSTERS 
(Occurrence marked by X)
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Following are examples of final two consonant clusters: 

/-bC/

/-tc/

/-kC/

/-’C/

[me.lap.t3] /melâbt/ 'to skin1

[pkép.k3] /bkebk/ 'happy'

[ba75ba73] /b7 ob7/ 'put in order'

[ptib.3s] /btibd/ 'worm'

[pslp.S3] /bsibs/ 'hole'

[blib.I3] /blibl/ 'wound'

[bafebar3] /brebr/ 'wrist'

[me labéab3] /melbétb/ 'to be away for a long time'

[tke t.k3] /tketk/ 'the assembling'

[ta7ota73] /17 ot7/ 'crab claw'

[talat£l3] /tlatl/ 'inclined'

[tafét.f3] /tretr/ 'epidemic'

[tmot.m3] /tmotm/ 'siphon'

[sik.t3] /sikt/ 'cluster'

[merjabogab3] /meqdôkd/ 'to loosen'

[7D.lik.S3] /7oliks/ 'pole'

[rjigal3] /rjikl/ 'fish'

[kfok.f3] /krokr/ 'end'

[met. lik.m3] /melikm/ •to fill’

[kHok.K3] /kwokw/ 'what is held'

l7abu7ab3] /7bu7b/ 'a crab'

[be.Ser.ga?at3] /bederga7 t/ 'cowardly'

[bâ7a*53] /ba7d/ 'struts to hold pole or spear

[7aséas3] /7se7s/ 'open sore'



/-dC/

/-sC/

/-1C/
. o

/-rC/

f£9al3] /ra91/

me9af59af3] /me9ro9r/

9amo9am] /9mo9m/

SakeSak3] /dkedk/

me la955a93] /mel9 od9/

me.roSal3] /merSdl/

SgreSaf3] /dredr/

Sa_ruS.  m3 ] /drudm/

o .9 aS. a3] /9o9adw/

sab 5 sab3] /sbosb/

mel.k5s.k3J /melkosk/

sa95sa93] fr-COoCO

fasam3] /rasm/

siios.X3] /swosw/

me 1.bo 1.b3] /melbdlb/

g .  ml 1. t3] /gmilt/

ma 1 .  k3 ] /malk/

mol.93] /mol9/

lil.S3] /lild/

bal.s3] /bals/

kal. I3] /kail/

fal.m3] /ralm/

r^bor^b3] /rborb/

9o.ratef£t3] /orrtert/

bl.pfuf£g3] /bibrurk/

branch1 

salty' 

urine1 

cover1 

to spear' 

to adopt' 

the governing' 

a fish' 

scissors'

jelloj arrowroot jelly'

to push with both hands'

a bird'

needle'

milt'

to surround'

to chose'

chicken'

penis'

a reed'

balsa tree'

food'

water'

to sit'

to repress'

yellow'
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/-mC/

/-r)C/

/-wC/

[ra’ora73] /rr7or7/

[fatSefab3] /rderd/

[skof.s3] /skors/

[? a ram3 ] / 7 arm/

[fJiof.V3] /rworw/

[me. lam. t3] /melamt/

[me. lam. k3] /melamk/

[’ana73] /’am7/

[tim.S3] /1 imd/

[$im.s3] /dims/

[7o.lamal3] /’olaml/

i7e.simar3] /’esimr/

[ptagat3] /btagt/

[g.k5g.k3] /gkogk/

[me lag.73] /melag7/

[begaS3! /begd/

[gasegas3] /gsegs/

[ tu. ago l3 ] /tuag1/

[klegafegaf3] /klegregr/

[me.suH.b3] /mesuwb/

[ta2.t3] /tawt/

[buU.k3] /buwk/

[buJi.73 ] /buw7/

[ka^.53] /kawd/

I’aH. s3 J /’aws/

stolen1 

stepped on' 

cane, crutches* 

animal1 

to fan'

to straighten* 

to shave' 

betel nut' 

the sipping* 

south' 

sickle* 

door*

sandpaper'

the process of scraping 
and leveling* 

to distinguish between
people and things'

joined'

patient'

door'

hunger'

to study'

aim'

pandanus' 

betel nut' 

dam' 

lime'
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[fuJi.l3] /ruwl/ 1 deed'

[SuM-in] / duwm/ 'to appear1

/-yC/ [bii.b3] /biyb/ 'small bird'

[bu*.k3] /buyk/ 'boy'

[sii.’3] /s iy’/ 'success'

[bo£.S3] /boyd/ 'mistake in weaving'

[0k5|.sa] /dkoys/ 'slanted'

[bui.l®] /buyl/ 'moon'

[bin.f3] /biyr/ 'skipping rope'

[mcE.fii.in3] /meriym/ 'to transport'

[’i.Sâi.ü3 ] /’ iwâyw/ 'sleep'

Initial Clusters without Vowels. Initial clusters without vowels

include the syllables /m g r 1/, and on occasion /s/. The limitations

on this type of cluster are not known due to some of the problems in

eliciting data of this nature and the presence of the excrescent schwa.

The following exemplify the type of cluster that has been found.

[kL.tlX] /kltiw/ 'nine'

[bl.sip.s3] /blsibs/ 'hole'

[bl.lut.l3] /bllutl/ 'changed'

[ks.bogal] /ksbogl/ 'about to sweat'

[kg.til] /kgtil/ 'his sin'

The cluster /brr-/ does not have the definitive syllabic break as found

in the other forms, but it is listed here since it parallels /bll-/:

[bf .fugal3] /brrukl/ 'colored1



Most clusters of four consonants have /l/ as the second member, and 

a syllabic juncture after the third. Those found have /b/ or /k/ 

as the initial consonant.

[blS.gll] /bldgil/ ' coir to be twisted'

IklS.gilJ /kid.gil/ 'h is virtue'

[kls.bagel] /klsbegel/ 'h is sweat'

In all probability, when the morphophonemics have been analyzed, more 

clusters can be added to the four consonant series.
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Gemination. Although gemination is a common feature of Palauan, it 

occurs with only a few consonants: /kg 1 r m/.

Geminate /!/ is the most common and can occur in any position.

/ llel/ 'leaf'

/ Hut/ 'wick'

/11a7/ ' law'

/milldy/ ' took'

/kllSlem/ ' six'

/millit/ 'pierced'

/kail/ 'food'

/7ull/ 'rain'

/diAll/ 'ship'

/r/ can occur geminate in 

/rray/

/rrom/

/rrull/

initial and medial position 

a fish' 

hard liquor' 

a fish'



/mirrayl/ 'walked'

/orr&k/ 'to'touch lightly'

/brrul/ 'his bamboo raft'

/q/ occurs initially as a question marker and as a third person 

singular pronoun and can precede any consonant. In theory it would 

be possible to have a triple /rj/.

/rjgikl/ 'fish? 1

/qgilay/ 'he took'

/gqmelt/ 'he sank'

/qqak/ 'me?'

/gqgak/ 'is it "me?"'

/m/ can be found geminate initially in imperative forms that 

have an initial /m-/ in the base form.

/mmad/ 'die'.'

Geminate /k/ occurs only when prefixed subject pronouns are used
O
with verbs that have a suffixed object pronoun.

/akkoliy/ 'I eat it' (indicative)

/a kkilisiy/ 'if I dig it' (non-indicative, /a/ 'if')

/a kkirrlr/ 'if I ask him'( " " " » )

Besides the non-gemination of most consonants, the clusters that

are not allowed in any position are the following: bm, td, ts, tw,

7k, dt, st, sd, sr, lr, rl, wr, and any C plus /y/. Some of these 

may be absent because of the lexicon used for this study and may be 

found if more work is done. The st cluster is not found in native
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words, but in recent borrowings is permissible:

[sto.ag] /stoat]/ 'store'

[stou.b9] /stowb/ 'stove'

Distribution of Vowels. Vowels are limited to medial occurrence except 

for the examples mentioned at the beginning of this section. When

ever a vowel occurs it forms a syllable nucleus. The maximum number 

of contiguous vowels is two, and they must not be identical. The 

following combinations have been found:

Second Member 
i e a o u

inV
§ e s
•u a
03n•HpH O

u

FIGURE 10. VOWEL SEQUENCES 
(Occurrence marked by X)
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The following are examples of the possible sequences shown on the

preceding chart. -

/ie/ /7ieb/ 'pigeon'
/ia / /biSll/ 'shark'
/ io/ /bliliow/ 'Peliliu'
/iu/ /llus/ 'coconut'

/ei/ /teim/ 'five'
/ea/ /beâb/ 'rat'
/eo/ /beót/ 'easy'
/eu/ /qleuwl/ 'taken'

/oi/ / oim/ 'five'
/ oa/ /doâll/ 'blushing'

/ui/ /luiyl/ ' coral'
/ue/ /ruédm/ 'to make a shaft'
/ua/ /ruâbs/ 'to sink'
/uo/ /ruoli/ 'what is to be done'

Notes to Chapter III

1 There are a few forms in the dictionary by McManus that are listed
with final _o. When the possessive forms of these were checked, it
was found that they showed the existence of a final /w/, probably not
heard by McManus because primary stress falls on the preceding syllable
The following examples show some of the final o listings of McManus
compared to their listing in this paper.

McManus Carlson 3rd sg. poss.

? ado 'roof' /7âdow/ /7edwêl/
o7olo 'shovel' /7 ólow/ /7elwél/
oriso 'wash water' /7orisow/ /7orswel/
mesalo 'to prepare a /sâlow/* /selwél/

taro patch for
planting'

*/sâlow/ 'prepared taro patch' This would be the base form--it is
usually found as /slalow/ 'taro patch that has been prepared',
/smâlow/ or /mesâlow/ 'to prepare a taro patch for planting'.
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CHAPTER IV 

SUPRASEGMENTALS

Stress. Palauan has three noticeable degrees of stress: weak

(unmarked), secondary ['], and primary [']. Weak stress occurs with 

[3 ] (/e/), and here is also arbitrarily assigned to the syllabic conso

nants, and also the excrescent schwa. Weak stress is also in free 

variation with secondary stress on all vowels except [3 ], when conti

guous to a syllable under primary stress in a polysyllabic segment. Only 

primary stress is considered phonemic on the word level since both weak 

and secondary stress can be predicted once primary stress has been 

ascertained.

On non-compound words (base plus affixes) primary stress is found 

only on the final or penultimate syllable.*-

Examples of final stress are:

/beab/ 'rat'
/7o76y/ 'yes'
/melat/ 'to tear1
/beluw/ 'village, country*
/meqdub/ 'to swim'
/megde7du7/ 'to speak'

Examples of penultimate stress:

/ktikit/ 'a fish'
/7&dow/ 'roof'
/7omrobr/ 'to snatch'
/klalow/ 'thing'

There have been no minimal pairs found for primary stress.
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Pitch. Four pitch levels can be phonetically assigned to Palauan. 

These are represented as 1 (low), 2. (normal), 3 (high-concurrent with 

primary stress), and 4 (higher-sentence final in questions without 

question words). If additional emphasis is needed on a certain item 

in an utterance, level 4 can also be found with primary stress. If a 

whole phrase is emphasized, it will retain a level 3 pitch with primary 

stress reaching level 4. Level 1 is found sentence final with a final 

falling contour. Initially, syllabic consonants can also be described 

as having level 1 pitch. In this paper none of the pitch levels are 

considered phonemic since they can be considered attributes of either 

terminal contour or stress.

Terminal Contour. Two terminal contours are found; falling, which 

occurs with statements and questions that contain a question word such 

as /rjara/ 'what', /qarker/ 'where', etc, and rising, which occurs 

with other questions. Immediately preceding a final falling contour

the syllable that carries primary stress remains at a level 2 

pitch.

In a simple phonological sentence there is a gradual decresendo 

following the primary stressed syllable.2

Internal Juncture. Two types of internal juncture are posited for 

Palauan. One is shown in the accompanying text as a single bar (|). 

Generally this internal juncture is found as a pause without change in

12  3 2 2 1 
a bilas. 

(a) boat.
g-meruwl 
he makes

r



pitch, but there are a few examples with a slightly falling pitch.

In all examples so far examined, this slightly falling pitch is in

free variation with level pitch. From the author's limited knowledge

of Palauan grammar, this juncture appears to be a clause level juncture.

The second juncture is of shorter duration than the preceding bar,

and is here used to mark the boundaries of a phonological phrase.

This phrase is composed of a primary stressed syllable which usually,

but not always, occurs phrase final, preceded by one or more secondarily

stressed (or unstressed) syllables. The first line of the story of

Chuab exemplifies this. The phonologic phrase juncture is shown by

space and the absence of a bar.

2'3' 2 ' 3' 2' 3' 2'3' 2' 3' 2' '
[tara klebasM qmll?el aqalk efcSIf â ceaJifl]

/ta r a klebesdy e gmil7el a galk r rdil r a rjeawr./

'(one night) (and) born child female Anguar'

'Once upon a time a girl was born on Anguar.'O
The phonologic phrase juncture will not be marked in the accompanying 

text.

In summary, the following suprasegmentals are posited:

/'/ Primary stress, 
a t )  Two terminal junctures.
(| ) Two internal junctures (one shown by space).

(1234) Four pitch levels.

Only primary stress at the word level is considered phonemic at

the level of analysis attempted in this paper. The others shown here

are considered features of a higher level analysis and therefore are

not assigned to any specific status.
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Notice that no pitch levels are posited as being phonemic since 

they can be predicted as follows (excluding metalinguistic phenomena): 

Pitch level

1 syllabic consonants, [a], and co-occurring with (4r)

2 on all syllables except those under primary stress
except when influenced by contour.

3VC /J/ ----- > 2vc4̂

3 occurs with syllables in which there is a vowel
under primary stress, or in a phrase that has 
level 4 with primary stress.

4 occurs finally with ('t'), and occasionally with
primary stress.

Palauan appears to be neither definitly stress timed nor syllable 

timed. Based on observed patterning of stress, and certain features 

that have emerged from a cursory study of the history of the language, 

Palauan appears to have been syllable timed at some earlier period; 

however, this rhythm was broken up by the loss of vowels and the 

subsequent creation of consonant clusters.
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Notes to Chapter IV

 ̂Stress is predictably final in forms that have suffixed object or 
possessive pronouns.

/iluml/
/wa7/
/beluw/
/meruwl/
/om£s/
/om7ar/
/oker/

a drink1 
leg' 
land1 
to make' 
to see1 
to buy' 
to ask'

/lmek/
/7o7Ik/
/beludk/
/rulliy/
/mesdg/
/m7erar/
/korir/

'my drink' 
'my leg'
'my land'
'to make it' 
'to see it'
'to buy it' 
'to ask it'

2 A sentence that has only one pitch level 3 bound by terminal or
internal bar juncture. This usually composed of no more than one
predicate and a single complement.
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CHAPTER V 

TEXT

Text. Two types of texts have been used for the study of the supra- 

segmentals; one, a narrative, the story of Chuab, and the other a 

two part dialogue taken from the Palauan lessons by the author.

The dialogue was done by Besebes and Bonifacio Basilius. The main 

difference between the narrative and the dialogue is that the dialogue 

has more marked sentence dynamics, i.e., primary stress in the dialogue 

is relatively stronger than that in the narration, pitch 3 higher, etc. 

This is more noticeable in the speech of Bonifacio Basilius than in that 

of Besebes. Basilius comes from Ngchesar, so this may reflect a minor 

dialect variation. The general contour of the dialogue sentences 

differs from the narration in that the total pitch contour starts 

lower and goes slightly higher.

On some occasions the dialogue sentences had a predominate stress 

with accompanying rise in pitch on one syllable; however this was not 

noticeable in all repetitions. In the examples that do occur, 

the predominate syllable is always the same. In the example from the 

dialogue, the syllable that is sometimes found under 'stronger' primary 

stress will be marked as pitch level 4 with the understanding that this 

is also found as level 3.
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2

akmilsâ r 9el9â r tutâw./

akmllsar
2' 4' 
9el9ar

2 '  2 '

tutaJi ]

1 Yes I-gave-him now morning.1

'Yes, I gave (it) to him this morning.'

In the following texts, the particles /a/, /l/, and /r/ will 

not be glossed, /a/ is generally a nominal marker with the plural 

form of /ar/. /r/ functions as a general preposition. /I/ is a

ligative article that can function on different grammatical levels. 

It can join a modifier to its head as in /bab 1 dawb/ 'babeldaob1, 

or can be used to connect whole phrases.

The period (.) is used to show final falling intonation and the 

question mark (?) for final rising intonation. The bar juncture 

will be shown as well as pitch level 4 where it has been found; 

otherwise the text is phonemic.

/akmo r Oreor./ 'I go (to) Koror.'

/...rjikl r gak. / 

/akie r a blil./ 'I stay (at) (the) house-his.1

'...fish (of) me (mine).'

/a merigl 1 dawb.../ '(the) rough sea...'

/a merigl a dawb./ '(the roughness) (the) sea, e.g.
the sea is rough.'
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Dialogue Text.

1 kemilsa |* a merr£dr a babiy? 

you-gave-him chief pig

'Did you give the chief a pig?'

2 7o7oy. akmilsa r 7el7a

yes I-gave-him/it now

'Yes, I gave it to him this morning.'

3 kemilkera |* e guw.

you-did-it and bring

'How did you get it?'

4 akmilosly r a 7ereoml bitd 

I-shot-it forest behind

'I shot it in the forest behind Ngchesar.'

5 a girakd qmilsekaw j kirel a

Ngirakd he-saw-you for-it

'Did Ngirakd see you about the meeting?'

tutdw.

morning

r q’esdr. 

Ngchesar.

mitirj?

meeting?

6 gdiak. qdimlak kisa r 7el7al sils.

no not see-him now day

'No, I didn't see him today.'
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7 qsoal 1 meqde?du7

it-want-his speak

r kaw | 1 kirel a skuwl.

you for-it school.

'He wants to speak to you about the school.1

8 madS |* 

then

akmomesd

I-will-see-him

r a

this evening.

'O.K., I'll see him this evening.'

★Juncture in these three cases is shown by the allojuncture of 
length. The first sentence would then be [k3mllsd:mare3af...] 
/kemilsa a merredr.../.

Narration text.

1 7elde7d7al a 7uab.

story-her Chuab.

'The story of Chuab.'

2 ta r a klebesey I e qmil?el a qalk r rdil r a

one night and born child female

Ngeaur.

'Once upon a time a baby girl was born on Anguar.'

3 a demal a melegkliy 1 7uab.

mother-her named-her Chuab.

'Her mother named her Chuab.'



gdimlak 1 mektekt e a klug£l a ?ilSs a 

not long ' bigness-her (surprised/

regrir ar 7ad r a bill.

astonished-their) (people) house-her

'It wasn't long before her rate of growth astonished her parents

gulmekli klebesdy me gdimlak 1 mektekt e 

(got bigger day by day) and not long and

gdikea 1 sebe7ir ar 7 ad r a blil

(finally are unable-their) (people) house-her

mekeliy j ma blirir a mla-mo kekerSy r giy.

feed-her and house-their had-become-small it

'Everyday she got bigger and bigger until finally her parents 
could no longer feed and shelter her.'

me tulleker a gesew r a merredr a beluw.

so they-asked help chief village.

'They asked the chief of the village for help.'

ma merredr a dilu r ar 7 ad r a beltiw J me 

and chief told (people) village and

temilked7erur a bay J e guw loy& r a 7els61. 

they-built-it house and take put-her inside.

'The chief told the people to build a large 'abai' for her.'
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tulmekS 

they-fed

giy 1 mo 1 mog j e gkmal mlo 

her ( ' * ) and she-very became

klow

big

me

and

gmlo diak 1 sebe7ir 1 mekeliy | 

it-became not ability-their feed-her

ma merredr

so chief

dula

told

ar 7 ad

(people)

1 kmo msesbiy.

that kill-her.

'They fed her (*and they fed her and they fed her) and she 
became so big that the people could no longer take care of 
her (became a threat to the islands food supply) so the chief 
told the people to kill her.

9 me tokor e 7umliy a gaw r bita r 7o7il.

( so ) and build fire-it fire around legs-her. 

'so they built a fire around her legs.'
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CHAPTER VI 

Comparison with Oiterong and Hsu

Oiterong. A comparison of this work with that of Oiterong cannot 

be done on the basis of contrastive scientific analysis, but rather 

as a comparison of a native speaker's intuition as opposed to a 

linguist's phonemicization.

The graphemes of Oiterong and the phonemes of this paper are: 

Oiterong: b t k c h d s  l r m n g i e a o u i u e

Carlson: b t k ? d s  l r m g i e a o u y w  [a]

The most noticeable difference is Oiterong's use of i and u for 

the posited semivowels in this paper. Oiterong has been consistent 

in this which is unlike most writers of Palauan. This author would 

prefer the use of j and w in the practical orthography, which would 

lessen in many cases the indecision as whether to write, £ 0 or au, 

ai or ae, etc.

Oiterong shows some indecision when faced with the excrescent schwa 

and the allophone schwa. An example of the latter is his form for 

village, which is bluu. This would then be homophonous with bluu 

'raft platform'. Phonetically these are [baluX] and [blujil- This 

paper would treat these two as /beluw/ and /bluw/. Most of the consis

tently occurring excrescent vowels Oiterong shows as £. This would 

cause little trouble in pronunciation if only the primary stress were 

marked. McManus has this same trouble when he cites a form such as 

dekedek 'cover'. It is impossible to tell from the entry if the form 

is [3akec5aka] /dkedk/, or [c5ekac5ek] /dekdek/.



Hsu. Comparison with the work of Hsu is not meant to be a critique, 

but only a brief discussion on the contrasting points of the two 

analyses. The segmental phonemes as posited by Hsu and those of this 

work are:

Hsu: p b t g ? 8 s l r m g i e a a o u  [w][y]

Carlson: b b t k , d s l r m g i e * a o u w y

♦Interpreted as either a weak stressed allophone of /e/, or 
excrescent.

The major differences appear in the treatment of [p] and [b], the 

assigning of [a], and the analysis of the semi-vowels. The use of 

/5/ by Hsu and /d/ by Carlson reflects only a difference in choice of 

symbols, /d/ is used in this thesis since it corresponds to the contem

porary orthography. Hsu's work also does not contain the number of 

initial clusters found in this paper, but this can be attributed to 

the limited amount of data he used.^

/p/ and /b/ were set up by Hsu to contrast only preceding /r/.

This paper treats £p] as an allophone of /b/ preceding /r/. The two 

forms that do have [bar-] in the dialect of Besebes were recognized 

by him as borrowings. This author was only able to trace one, /beras/ 

'rice', which comes from the Malay baras. The other was /ber61/ 

'biscuit1, the origin of which is unknown.

The treatment of the schwa as a vowel under weak stress is the 

same for both papers; however, Hsu considers it a phoneme with reduced 

functional yield.
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The phonetic analysis of £ and w is similar in both papers.

The main argument used in this work not mentioned by Hsu is the 

analogy with other sequences of consonants. A big advantage of this 

paper was the increased lexicon which enabled many more examples to 

be elicited, especially those with final /-Cw/. The advantage of 

this larger lexicon and continuous contact with an informant probably 

influenced both the handling of the [s] and the semi-vowels.

Notes to Chapter VI

 ̂ "the present paper is a phonemic analysis based on isolated elicited 
examples and about fifteen minutes of recorded narrative monologue,. 
(Hsu: 1960:2)



Wilson Cheyne Semper Kubury Walleser Kramer Capell McManus
( 1788) (1863) (1863) (1883) (1913) (1929) (1949) (1950)

Betelnut pook
pooaack

bouk bua
buyo

bûuch bûog buuch

House playe play blai blay blai blai blai blai

Big clow klow klo klou klou klóu klou klou

Child nalakell gualack ngâlek ngal( e)k ngâlek ngâlek ngâlek

Stone paathe
pat

peath bad pat bad bad bad bad

Knife oyless oleiss rolass cholés golés oies

Small kickaray kakeray kikeri kikeriy gegeréi kekeréi kekerei kekerei

COMPARATIVE ORTHOGRAPHIES OF PREVIOUS AUTHORS 
APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX B

The following acoustical chart (after Joos) shows the approximate 

relationship of the vowels of two speakers of Palauan and the nearest 

IPA standard. The data presented reflects a CVC environment only.

The formants are as follows:

Besebes Nakamura

i n FI 315 340
F2 2000 2090

/e/ FI 480 530
F2 1760 1775

/a/ Fl 650 725
F2 1270 1285

lol Fl 500 540
F2 985 1015

In/ Fl 375 385
F2 1020 1150
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Otoichi Besebes shown by a solid line. 
Kuniwo Nakamura shown by a broken line.

24 24 20 16 12 10 8
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APPENDIX C 

SWADESH 200 WORD LIST

1. all rökwiy 23. clothing bayl

2. and ma 24. cloud yabd

3. animal ’arm 25. claw kuk

4. ashes ’ab 26. cold mekrasm

5. at 27. come mey

6. back ’ulk 28. cook

7. bad mekgit 29. count om’ur

8. bark budél 30. cut

9. because elég 31. dance melôyk

10. belly diyl 32. day sils

11. big klow 33. die mad

12. bird swebek 1 ’arm 34. dig meglys

13. bite omârj’ 35. dirty ’idôkl

14. black ’edelkélk 36. dog bills

15. blood ras’ 37. drink melim

16. blow melokow 38. dry medlrt

17. bone ’iwiys 39. dull ketorn

18. breast tut 40. dust ’ab

19. breathe owtiliyl 41. ear dig

20. brother obekul 42. earth ’utm

21. burn oltawt 43. eat meglg

22. child galk 44. egg gays
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45. eight edy 69. grass 7udl

46. eye mad 70. green mellemaw

47. fall ru6bt 71. guts dla7

48. far 7royd 72. hair 7uy

49. fat lawk 73. hand 7 im

50. father ?adHm 74. he qiy
51. fear medakt 75. head bedul

52. feather bus7 76. hear orregs

53. few sesey, kesay 77. heart reg

54. fight omekoad 78. heavy obrewd

55. fire gaw 79. here tiag

56. fish rjikl 80. hit megwert

57. five eim 81. hold ol^b

58. float om7 akl 82. horn orus

59. flow omaw7 83. how wagarag

60. flower bug 84. 100 dart

61. fog 7at7at 85. hunt omekbat

62. foot berbrel a wa7 86. husband be7il se7al

63. four ewag 87. I gak

64. freeze 88. ice kori (Jap)

65. fruit rod7 89. if a, alsekum

66. full muy 90. in 7elsel

67. give omes 91. kill omekwad

68. good ugil 92. knee bkul a wa7
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93. know medegey

94. lake diog

95. laugh o’er’ur

96. leaf llel

97. left/side katur

98. leg wa’

99. lie bad

100. live

101. liver ’ad

102. long kemagt

103. louse kud

104. man ’ad

105. many betok

106. meat te’

107. moon buyl

108. mother ’edil

109. mountain roys

110. mouth gor

111. name gaki

112. narrow kmes

113. near kmeyd

114. neck ’idkl

115. new be’6s

116. night kebesegey

117. nose yis

118. not diak

119. old (person) wodl

120. one tag

121. other kuk

122. person ’ad

123. play milil

124. pull megurs

125. push oldub’

126. rain ’ull

127. red bekerkard

128. right merag

129. right/side kadikm

130. river omoa’1

131. road rayl

132. root rays

133. rope ’ekil

134. rotten me’ut

135. rub omad

136. salt sar

137. sand ’el’61

138. say dmug

139. scratch megertSll

140. sea dawb
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141. see omes 166. stand de7 6r

142. seed 7iws 167. star btu7

143. seven ewid 168. stick teluk a kerrkar

144. sew merlism 169. stone bad

145. sharp kedorm 170. straight melmalt

146. shoot om6ys 171. suck tmut

147. short kedeb 172. sun sils

148. sing megitakl 173. swell omuks

149. sister 7o7adal 174. swim megdub

150. sit deg76kl 175. tail kemur

151. skin budel 176. ten truy7

152. sky yarjd 177. that sey

153. sleep me7 iwayw 178. there sey

154. small kekerey 179. they tir

155.
o

smell melug1 180. thick okrokr

156. smoke 7 at 181. thin 7etgayd

157. smooth meayw 182. think omdasuw

158. snake bersoy7 183. this tiSg

159. snow 184. thou kaw

160. some bebil 185. three edey

161. spear biskag 186. throw omSt7

162. spit melsbay 187. tie om7ull

163. split meliwd 188. tongue 7ur

164. squeeze omet 189. tooth wigl

165. stab merus 190. tree kerrkar



191. turn megiwd

192. 20 lluy7

193. two erdrj

194. vomit mud7

195. walk merayl

196. warm mekedld

197. wash

198. water ralm

199. we-incl kid
we-excl kemam

200. wet dekxms

201. what garag

202. when sey 1

203. where ker

204. white be7lel£w
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205. who ta7ag

206. wide met£w

207. wife be7il rdil

208. wind yolt

209. wing os6bk

210. wipe mesuld

211. with obegk61

212. woman rdil

213. woods 7ereoml

214. work owreor

215. worm btibd

216. ye kemiu

217. year rak

218. yellow bibrurk

Notes to word list

Although none of the listed forms begin with a vowel when in isolation, 
those that lose the initial /’/ when in a construction are shown with
out the /’/.

Items such as 'cook, cut, wash' have no generic translation in Palauan.
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